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I hope you all managed to enjoy the half term. With spring in 

the air and school set to reopen, please make the most of the 

last week of remote learning. In the meantime, do take time to 

enjoy a selection of the incredible work that’s been produced 

this week. 

 

Oscar and Olivia RKI 
Reception's new topic, 'Amazing Animals' has started 

brilliantly. We have listened and danced to 'The Carnival of 

the Animals'; made a socktopus, animal biscuits, rain sticks and 

sun catchers and gone on scavenger hunts in the woods 

looking for the first signs of spring. The children have 

each chosen an animal to research and have been busy 

creating fact files full of everything they have discovered. Best 

of all, they have made videos sharing their new 

knowledge with the class.  

 

The amount of information the children have absorbed and 

remembered is quite incredible. Did you know that all 

scorpions glow under ultra violet light; that goldfish eat 

tadpoles; that a kiwi is a flightless bird that lays one of largest 

eggs in proportion to its size of any bird in the world; that 

snowy owls are the size of child's leg and that pangolin babies 

are called pangopups? Well, you do now!  Really well done to 

everyone for starting the half term with such enthusiasm and 

positivity. 

 



Oscar's presentation on cats was impressive. He was very 

engaging and delivered a lot of information clearly and 

confidently. I thought I knew a lot about cats, but it turns out I 

didn't! I now know that cats shouldn't eat grapes, garlic or 

onions and that they have a different amount of toes on their 

front and back paws - five at the front and four at the back -

which Oscar thought about and worked out was 18 toes in 

total.  

 
Olivia's presentation proved that she is the world's leading 

authority on tigers. If you need to know anything about what 

tigers eat, their stripes and how they mark their territory you 

know who to ask! I'm starting wonder if Olivia actually is a 

tiger. Kate 

 

RTB 

Goblin sharks! Rabbits! Hedgehogs! Elephants! African wild 

dogs! The RTB fact files and video presentations have been 

very, very good this week.  I am so impressed with the 

enthusiasm from so many children as we launched our new 

topic.     

  
Thea’s presentation on giraffes was full of wonderful facts and 

presented with great confidence and composure.  Did you 

know a newborn giraffe is already two metres tall?  I did not, 

until Thea told me!  Well done, Thea! Tom 

 



Sean 1LJ 
This term’s topic in Year 1 couldn’t be more fun – it’s all 

about toys!  This week the children have become curators of 

their own toy museums.  They have thought carefully about 

how to arrange their toys - by type, material or age – and 

have written signs, labels and captions to give visitors more 

information about the exhibits.  They have even arranged 

virtual tours of their museums, which are perfect for this 

lockdown period.  We have so enjoyed visiting them all! 

 
Sean has really impressed me with his enthusiasm and 

dedication to learning this term, and he has made fantastic 

progress.  This week he spent a great deal of time creating 

Sean’s Super Toy Museum.  He decided to curate his exhibits 

by type of toy and has put up informative signs to help his 

visitors.  He even made a detailed and entertaining video tour, 

complete with music, which we all really enjoyed watching.  

What an excellent curator you are, Sean!   Louise 

 

Miri 1RG 
As well as being excellent curators of their own toy museums 

at home and conducting personal and virtual tours, the 

children in Year 1 have been using their exhibits to make Toy 

Timelines. The children collected some old toys from the past 

as well as new toys and carefully sequenced them in 

chronological order according to the year when they were 

made. We have also been comparing toys in the past to toys 

we play with now. We learnt that there are some toys from 

the past which are still being made and played with, for 

example, our class Sooty puppet. Our next task as Historians 

will be to interview a grandparent or older member of our 

family about the toys they played with, to learn more about 

toys from the past.  

 
I have chosen Miri this week because she has really impressed 

me with her enthusiasm, contributions during whole class 

Zoom sessions, her exciting virtual tour of MTM (Miri’s Toy 

Museum) and this terrific toy timeline! Brilliant Miri! Rose 

 

Noa 2CW 
In preparation for our In (Person) Day when we return to 

school, Year 2 have been enjoying the circus virtually. We 

have watched videos of performances, learned about screamer 

marches and even performed magic tricks and clown shows 

during our friendship zooms!  



 
Noa drew this awesome clown using pointillism. I love the 

vibrant background and the clown's facial expression, I 

wonder what he's up to! Well done Noa. 

 

Arty 2DC 
Roll Up! Roll Up! Year 2 have kicked off the half term with a 

bang, be it a human cannonball or even Cannonball Simp.  The 

Circus has come to Highgate Primary.  The children are having 

lots of fun thinking about the eye-catching sights under the Big 

Top. They have looked at a circus story, created their own 

acts at home, and drawn colourful images depicting circus 

scenes. 

 
Arty created this wonderful piece of art using ‘pointillism’ 

(using dots of colour to create a picture), inspired by a 

performance of clowns.  You've really captured the fun and 

energy of the scene with your bright colours.  Just look at 

those facial expressions! Well done Arty. 

 

Mila and Elliot 3LG 
This week, the children in Y3 have been exploring ice in their 

science lesson.   



 
Mila made her very own iceberg which she discovered didn't 

just float on top of a body of water. Did you know that 90 

percent of an iceberg is actually below the surface of the 

water so you only see 10 percent of it?  Hence the expression 

'the tip of the iceberg' which means that you only see a small 

part of a much bigger problem!  Mila's polar animal friends 

certainly felt at home with her watching her iceberg float in 

salty water.  

 
Elliot went on to investigate how fast ice melts.  He used a 

range of different methods to melt an ice cube and recorded 

the results.  Have a look and see if his predictions were 

correct.  Excellent scientific work! Lorraine  

 

Max 3NL 
This week, Year 3 were exploring the language of instructions, 

with some interesting results… 



 
Max showed that he is able to write very clear and concise 

instructions, with fantastic diagrams and photographs. Indeed 

these instructions are so good, I think I’ll be recommending 

him to Ikea. Nick 

 

Ella 4IO 
In celebration of our imminent return to the classroom, Year 

4 has been learning about animals that can fly, free of COVID 

restrictions. After an exciting zoom visit from Falconry UK 

and their many beautiful birds, 4IO discovered which birds 

visit our gardens in London. We built bird boxes for them and 

investigated ways to keep them safe. Inspired by music, 

we started writing our own poetry about swallows and owls. 

 
This week’s wonderful work belongs to Ella. Your beautiful 

swallow-inspired mind map shows great research and is a 

wonderful plan for your poetry. You have worked really hard 

this week Ella, well done! India 

 

Alfie 4EJ 
4EJ have loved the first week of our Flight topic.  We have 

met magnificent birds of prey in close up (Zoom has some 

benefits), made our own bird feeders and bird baths, and we 

have explored and written poems about different birds. 



 
Our worthy winner is Alfie, for his fabulous poem about a 

Barn Owl, which he read aloud with superb intonation and 

expression. 

 
 Alfie also impressed us with his unusual and rather cool bird 

feeder design.  Brilliant! Emma 

 

5JS 

Our new Year 5 topic, 'Highgate, N6' has allowed us to start 

exploring both the history and geography of our local area. 

The children have begun investigating how Highgate has 

changed from 250 years ago, when highwaymen hid at The 

Spaniard’s Inn (owned by Dick Turpin’s father) and The 

Gatehouse pub was a toll gate that stagecoaches paid to pass 

through on their way to the City of London, which could just 

be seen in the distance. We have looked at old and new maps, 

considered how London has grown and are in the early stages 

of finding out how and why the shops in Highgate Village have 

altered over time.  

 

This week. I present Wonderful Work awards to Juliusz and 

Thumira for their artistic representations of Highgate past and 

present.  



 
Thumira 

 
Juliusz 

From the grassy slopes of eighteenth century Great North 

Road, to the yet still picturesque, contemporary Highgate High 

Street, these pictures tell a story. You have all worked 

incredibly hard throughout the past weeks of Remote 

Learning, unfailing in your wish to do well. Here's just one 

example - of many - to celebrate your success! Well done. Jen 

 

5MK 
5MK have been enjoying the start of their new topic learning 

about the history and geography of Highgate, including the 

areas associated with ghostly appearances. The children have 

been thinking of how authors use rhyming couplets in their 

poetry. 

 



I really like this detailed drawing of The Angel public house, 

one of Highgate’s famous landmarks. Well done Polly! Mags 

 

Year 6 
This week, Year 6 have begun to immerse themselves 

in the 1960s.  A decade so rich in culture gives us a wonderful 

range of creative opportunities to explore.  To kick things off, 

the children had a go at designing their own soup cans in the 

style of pop artist Andy Warhol.  Next they looked at surreal 

poetry by Roger McGough and had a go at writing their own. 

The children were then challenged to write an extended 

metaphor poem about the sea.  They chose animals as 

metaphors to convey the different moods of the sea at 

different times of day, in different seasons and all kinds 

of weather.  Here are two impressive examples of the poetry 

produced by the children.   

 
Lily Helliwell's elephant metaphor brilliantly conveys the 

changing mood of the sea - at times benign and at others, 

terrifying. Her use of the elephant's swishing trunk to depict 

the waves is superb.  

  



 

The Sea is a Rushing Red Kite  
 
The sea is a rushing red kite, 
Its wonderful wings towering over the sandy shores. 
Its barbaric beak clashing with the ragged rocks. 
Except on sunny days, 
That’s when he takes his naps. 
When at last he awakens from his pearly dreams, 
It’s time for him to play again, 
Skimming over the sands, 
His talons tearing at the cliffs, 
Gradually destroying the rock face, 
Making his home of water spread onto the streets nearby. 
 
 

Rose chose some excellent vocabulary in her poem and 

employed alliteration and onomatopoeia to great effect.  She 

even managed to use her metaphor to describe coastal 

erosion!  

 

Well done to Rose, Lily and all of Year 6 who did fabulously 

well with their poems. Rhoda and Rob.  
 

Hilla’s Music Award 

 
Hilla’s music award goes to Ariel 1EJ for having a great time 

dancing to The Russian Dance from ‘The Nutcracker’. What 

fun! 

 

Headteacher’s Picture of the Week 



 
Thank you to Sonny in 2CW for his clown painted in Seurat’s 

pointillistic style. One to frame I feel! 

 

Thank you again for keeping the work coming in. I’ve said it 

before, but editing the Wonderful Work Newsletter really is 

the highlight of my week! 

 

With best wishes 

 

William 
 

William Dean 

Headteacher 

 

 


